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Here you can find the menu of Big Wrap in ASPEN. At the moment, there are 23 courses and drinks on the card.
You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Laurine Grimes likes about Big Wrap:

we love this place in aspen! great prices, almost everything on their menu can be made veggie and vegan. has
always at least one vegan suppe on the menu. my sohn has what is up doc wrap that was like a caesar tofu

wrap, my daughter and husband have not remember the Thai wrap the exact name) and I got the oriental salad
with tofu. everything super. their chili-calc-mais chips are also ingenious. only large bottom is t... read more.

What Susan doesn't like about Big Wrap:
Wraps were okay Simple wraps for a decent price. I ordered two Mexican wraps, one with EXTRA guacamole,
the other with regular amount of guac. lady making my order left out guac entirely and after she asked what I

wanted, she walked away as I was giving her my order. Rude service from the lady making my wrap. The cashier
was friendly, but overall, i don’t think the rude service from the lady and the quality of food i... read more. Should

you wish to sample delightful American dishes like burgers or barbecue, then Big Wrap in ASPEN is the ideal
place for you, For a snack in between, the tasty sandwiches, small salads, and other snacks are suitable. You
can also look forward to scrumptious vegetarian cuisine, Especially, many customers are looking forward to

the diverse, tasty Mexican cuisine.
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10 m�� popular
ORIGINAL

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
BURRITO

Sala�
CAESAR SALAD

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
GUACAMOLE

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Sauce�
SAUCE

Uncategor�e�
BLACK BEANS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

MEXICAN

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

TORTILLA

WRAP

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
MEAT

POTATOES

CHILI

POTATO

TRAVEL

TOFU

BEANS

BEEF
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Monday 10:00 -18:00
Tuesday 10:00 -18:00
Wednesday 10:00 -18:00
Thursday 10:00 -18:00
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